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Paul M. BORG, OSJ
LIEUTENANT-GRAND MASTER
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Dear Brethren of Saint John of Jerusalem, 
Knights Hospitaller – OSJ (Malta),

Much turbulent water has rushed down from under the 
proverbial bridge during these past couple of months –
and it is still rushing. Most regretfully the poor, the sick and 
the needy, all targeted for our assistance, have in the end 

turned out to be the real losers.

Throughout this long night of travail we should have and 
are to rediscover what it really means to be a body of 
dedicated Christian Knights/Dames, spiritually fortified and 
in possession of an unshakeable power of our own 
conviction, upholding truth and honesty, embarked on a 
mission of mercy and with a sacrosanct sense of duty to 
remain loyal to our vows as members of the Order of Saint 
John. We have no choice but to continue in the triple 
guiding light of Charity, Faith and Hope. 

During this time of waiting for the resurrection of Christ, us 
Christian members of the Order, irrespective of rank or 
status of life, each and every one of us who can be so 
easily tempted to succumb to vanity and to the allurement 
of glory and power is to answer to that call to humility.                                                                    

AN EASTER MESSAGE FROM H.E. 
THE LIEUTENANT-GRAND MASTER

A Knight of Saint John, Wolfgang Philipp von Guttenberg, 
had prepared a fitting admonition on the tombstone under 
which he was laid to rest; “We are nothing but smoke and 
dust and ashes which are  our ultimate end”.  [located in the 

German Chapel of St. John’s Co-Cathedral, Valletta, Malta.]

Again during this time of Lent, we are invited to contem-
plate Christ, the Lord of life, He who has triumphed over 
death.   Saint Paul affirms “If Christ has not risen, your faith is 
vain” (1Cor 15:17). As of now we believers possess “the 
eternal life” being that for all believers Jesus is that divine, 
ineffable, eternal life that will never die because by dying He 
gave us new life not only for now but forever. Faith in the 
Risen Christ is the foundation of our hope in the resurrection 
of the dead and in eternal life.

“Death and Life confronted each other in a prodigious duel.   
The Lord of life was dead: but now He lives, He triumphed”.    
This is the proclamation of joy, which us, the believing 
community, proclaims to the whole world by celebrating 
Easter. If it were fake news, we Christians would be impos-
ters, but only because it is real, it makes sense to wish all of us 
a “Happy Easter” !                                                                                                           
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Rev. Fr. Niels REFSKOU 
Chairman E.C.
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CHRIST HAS RISEN !

Chora Church Anastasis

Take away the signs of mourning,
grow white lilies in their stead,

blooming flowers, graves adorning,
grace the garden of the dead. 
Place, instead of signs of grief,

angel wings in bright relief,
palms instead of columns broken,

words of hope that God has spoken.

Sudden darkness light succeeded
when for us He shed His blood;
from the grave clear light preceded
that He rose in gleaming flood.
Now our praises rise in high
‘neath the Easter morning sky
unto Christ, the resurrected,
proved to be of God elected.

See the friends of Jesus grieving:
How they wring their hands in woe!

They although in Him believing,
saw Him yielding to the foe.

When released from deadly throes,
He, the Easter Sun, arose;

they beheld the tomb now broken,
angels pointing to the token.

“Open tombs! The saints surrender!”
Jesus’ voice in dusk of day
sounds in accents strong, but tender,

shedding light upon our way,
He was calling, though He knew, 
“Adam, sinner, where are you?”
Now, He says with gracious favour:
“Here am I, your risen Saviour.”
(…)



Rev. Fr. Niels REFSKOU 

Chairman E.C.
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(…) 
Here He is, the God-man risen,
broken are the chains of death,

open is our gloomy prison,
and His word is life and breath;
now a summer morning bright
dawns on us to end our night;
and, their Easter anthems singing,
souls their way to Him are winging.

N. F. S. Grundtvig, 1832.

N. F. S. Grundtvig was a Danish priest and one of our most 
famous hymnwriters. He was the founding father of the so 
called Grundtvigianism, one of the greatest parts or wings
of the Danish Lutheran Church. 
This hymn is one of his best Easter hymns and with this I wish
you all a blessed Easter: Christ has risen !

Rev. Niels REFSKOU, KJSJ,
Chairman of the Ecclesiastical Council



CHARITY: Norwegian Radium Hospital Christmas,

Knit hats and gifts cards, St-Sunniva Cdry (NOR)
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754 knit hats
This year we have received 754 knit hats from Galleri
Hoybråten in Oslo. These are given to patients with little or no 
hair after chemotherapy, or radiation.
The campaign is called love and warmth on the way home.

St. Sunniva’s youngest assistant
St.Sunniva's youngest assistant / helper Max - almost 11 years, 
was visiting The Norwegian Radium Hospital 17. February. Max 
had the pleasure of handing over many gift cards on Pizza 
from Peppes Pizza. These were purchased after we received a 
memorial gift following the funeral of Inger Westad. The gift 
came from the employees of one local company O.Westad & 
son in Aas.
Max also contributed 3 cards from his own pocket. The gift 
cards are given to children who are undergoing long 
treatment and are tired of hospital food. (…)

Frank Jakobsen delivers. 

Thora Kollenborg and Knut Roar Ulvedalen.

ST. SUNNIVA OF NORWAY’S 
Christmas actions and 2020 planning

The Norwegian Radium Hospital Christmas 2019
Not everyone is lucky enough to have their kids and teens at home for Christmas.
St. Sunniva has for the last 15 years made sure that those who have to be in the hospital
during the Christmas season receive attention.
Our many contributors, private, large and small companies contribute money, gifts that
give many a small bright spot in a difficult period.
Our treasurer Knut Roar Ulvedalen and Frank Jakobsen had the pleasure of handing over 
many gifts to Recreation Manager Thora Kollenborg at Radium Hospital.  
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(…) Leisure leader Thora Kollenborg thanks for the gifts.

St.Sunniva had its annual planning meeting on 22 January. In 
addition to regular annual activities, we will take part in a great

train trip to Bergen with cancer sick children and their families. 
There will be a total of 300 inclusive assistants. It is set up for a 4-
day tour with many great experiences. The trip is based on 
volunteer gifts and services and would havecost over 250,000 
euros.

Pro Fide, Pro Utilitate Hominum.

CHARITY: Norwegian Radium Hospital Christmas,
Knit hats and gifts cards, St-Sunniva Cdry (NOR)
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Frank JAKOBSEN, CJSJ,
Commander 

St. Sunniva Commandery,
Prior Nordic Priory.

from left to right: Brother Trond E. Berger, Chancellor Truls 
Kleven, Commander Frank Jakobsen, Treasurer Knut R. 
Ulvedalen, and Hospitaler Trond Simarud.



QUOTE on EASTER

The stone was rolled 

away from the door, 

not to permit Christ 

to come out, 

but to enable the 

disciples to go in.

Peter Marshall
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REPORT on a cultural, religious and historical trip 

to Burgundy (Fr), Flanders Cdry. (B)

France, 22 – 26 October, 2019 

Since 2014, the Commandery of Flanders, Priorate of the Low 
Countries, organises yearly a  group journey to European cities or 
regions of cultural, religious or historical interest. Our first trip had 
as destination the historical city of Utrecht in the Netherlands. 
Utrecht was originally a Roman fortification at the border of the 
empire. The Irish monk and later bishop Willibrord built  there the 
first christian church (690). It is also the birth place of the only 
dutch pope Adrian VI (1522), where his house is still to be visited. 
Our next destination was the eternal city of Rome, where, beside 
the Vatican and Roman archeologic sites, we visited the Roman 
harbour site of Ostia Antiqua and several Etruscan grave yards. 
Next destination was the beautiful city of Krakow in Poland. The 
most remarquable and impressive location we visited, in a 

complete silence, were the nazi-concentration camps Auschwitz 
and Birkenau, with following impressions: horror, sadness and 
uncomprehension of what human beings are capable to do to 
each other in name of a racist ideology, compassion with the 
innocent victims…Following trip went to a well known and a 
joyfull place: Assisi in Italy, the sunny city of Franciscus and Clara. 
We visited the Franciscan monastery and church, with its 
marvellous fresco’s by the Italian famous painter Giotto, and the 
beautiful medieval town. 

This year, our trip brought us to Burgundy by bus. It has been a 
fascinating and instructive experience, both for historical, artistic 
and spiritual reasons, without forgetting the associated 
oenological and culinary discoveries. In addition, everything 
went in a cosy atmosphere and the group feeling was (…)
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(…) excellent, the order of Saint John at its best ! For the histori-
cal and artistic backgrounds of the region, the splendid book by 
Bart van Loo "The Burgundians" is the perfect guide. The autor tells 
the history of the emergence of the Low Countries in the fifteenth 
century, which he mentions as an invention of the Burgundian 
dukes. By obligate battles, arranged marriages, and state reforms 
they forged the fragmented Low Countries into one whole. 
Flanders, with its prosperity, its artists, its developed crafts, was an 
attractive acquisition in this respect, and according to Bart van 
Loo, it was the driving engine of the new Burgundian Empire. That's 
why we felt at home in Burgundy, due to the common history, the 
for us familiar building style and the many witnesses of our common 
christian history, such as cathedrals, abbeys, churches and 
hospitals.

The first bus stop in Burgundy was the medieval abbey of Fontenay, 
built in the 12th century by Bernard of Clairvaux, founder of the 
Cistercian Order. This was a new reformist branch of the 
Benedictine Order, founded as reaction to the derailings of the 
established French abbeys by abuse of power and excessive 
wealth. Fontenay is a beautiful example of pure Romanesque 
architectural style, erected in all Cistercian sobriety and excellently 
preserved, spared from devastation and wars. It is located in a 
valley in full nature, away from the hustle and bustle of the cities. 
After a period of flowering and decay, a pre-industrial paper mill 
was established in the 18th century and the former abbey was later 
sold to the brothers hot-air balloon builders Montgolfier. In the early 
20th century, the abbey was restored to its original state and was 
awarded the title of Unesco World Heritage. We visited the church, 

the dormitorium, the kitchen, chapter hall and scriptorium and the 
nicely landscaped gardens. Surprisingly for that time is the  (…)
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(…) presence of a forge, where metal processing was done in a pre-
industrial way. Using a near-lying iron ore mine and hydroelectric energy 
supplied by a repositioned canalized river, the ore was heated and melted 
together with coal, in a blast furnace. Then the cast iron was struck with 
heavy hammers in order to reduce the carbon content resulting in less 
metal friability and the aimed improvement of its machinability. The monks 
apparently had knowledge of metallurgy. The original foundry is quite well 
preserved.
The town of Vezelay, where our hotel was located, is known as the 
medieval pilgrimage site for Mary Magdalene. It was also a crossroad of 
pilgrimage routes to Compostela, Rome and even the holy Land. The 
second Crusade (1147-1149) started from an existing meadow located 
behind the basilica. The medieval knights were spurred by a fiery sermon 
by Bernard of Clairvaux. The beautiful basilica with its Benedictine abbey 
dates back to the 9th century and was built, in Romanesque (groundlevel) 
and early-Gothic (upperlevel and choir) architectural style. It is equipped 
with typical expressive sculpted capitals. Above the entrance gate is a 
beautiful tympanum of later date, with the depiction of the last 
judgement. Both the entrance  tympanum and that of the narthex is in 
restoration, with the temporary advantage that the sculptures of the 
narthex-tympanum can be admired from very close, namely from the 

construction scaffold.
According to the legend,  the tomb of Mary Magdalene, dating from the 
ninth century, lies in the crypt of the basilica. Another legend contradicts 
this and claims that this saint was buried in St Maximin in Provence France. 
Both legends were confirmed as truth by the respective popes of the cor-
responding period. There was a real competitive battle between the two 
pilgrimage locations. Meanwhile, the present Pope Francis restored Maria 
Magdalene and raised her to the degree of apostle, following Thomas of 
Aquino who had given her the title of "Apostola Apostolorum".  (…)
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(…) The visit to the Basilica Sainte Madeleine of Vezelay ended 
with a conversation with sister Christiane of the new monastic com-
munity of Jerusalem, followed by a liturgical celebration. She is born 
in Antwerp, has spent several years in the community of Brussels and 
is currently working in the community of Vezelay. The monastic 
community, founded in 1975, for both sisters and brothers, aims to 
create oases of prayer, silence and peace in the "desert of the city". 
After this interesting information in dutch language, we assisted to a 
beautiful Vesper and Eucharistic service with psalms and meditative 
songs in the specific polyphonic style of the community.

The next day, the walking traject to the Bazoches Castle was made 
in full morning silence. The intention was to let the splendor of nature 
penetrate us, and  Jean Bastiaens referred to a verse from the Luke 
Gospel: Look at the lilies in the field, watch them grow. They don't 
work, they don't weave. I say to you, even Solomon went in all his 
splendor not dressed as one of them. If God is dressing with so much 
care the green that is on the field today and is thrown in the oven 
tomorrow, with how much more care will he dress you? Do not fear, 
small herd... (Lc 12, 27-28). The castle of Bazoches, built in the 12th 
century by the Lords of Bazoches, was rebuilt in the 17th century by 
Maréchal Vaubaun, chief architect of the French king Louis XIV. The 
castle became his residence and workshop. The design of his many 
projects saw the light there. He built a network of defensive works 
intended as protection on the French border at that time. In 
addition, there was an appeal for many military constructions in 
western Europe, of which he executed several units. In the bookshop 
of the castle, we saw a bulky book titled "Les oisivités du Maréchal 
Vauban", (“The pastimes of Mr Vauban”) a title that is certainly to be 

taken with a coarse grain of humour. He had a good knowledge of 
many domains, from building art to politics, economics, fiscality (…)
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(…) and even philosophy, and was a respected counselor of the 
French king. The mentioned solid book contains his memoirs, testifying 
of a very busy life.

The medieval hospital ' Hôtel Dieu ' in Beaune was founded in 1443 by 
Nicolas Rolin, chancellor of the Burgundian Duke Philip the Good, to 
nurse the numerous poor wounded and handicapped in the period 
after the devastating hundred Years War between France and 
England, and other linked battles between France and the 
Burgundian Netherlands. It is described as a showpiece of the Flemish-
Burgundian, late-Gothic architectural style. Typical are the 
multicolored roofs where the roof tiles are lined with enamel. The 
"Great Room" for hospitalised poor people is remarkable, with the sick 
beds arranged in the way that the sick could see from their bed a 
marvellous painting of the Last Judgement, by the Flemish painter 
Rogier Vander Weyden,  and thus could find comfort in the prospect 
of the liberating afterlife. Today this painting, together with other 
Flemish art, is housed in the Salle Saint Louis, to protect it from 
excessive light. 

In the capital of Burgundy Dijon we visited the former Cartusian
monastery Champmol where originally the mausoleum of the 
Burgundian dukes was erected and that in the aftermath of the 
French Revolution was devastated. The Well of Mozes, still in 
Champmol, is a late medieval sculpture by the Dutch sculptor Claus 
Sluter, who worked in the service of Philip the Bold. Originally it served 
as a plinth for a crucifix and contains six Old Testament figures: Moses, 
David, Jeremiah, Zechariah, Daniel, Isaiah. Typical are the realistic 
and detailed faces of the prophets. They each have a biblical role in 
hand, with an appropriate verse on it. The tombs of some dukes, 
formerly in the mausoleum, were transferred to the Musée des (…)
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(…) : Beaux Arts, at the Palais des Ducs, situated in the centre of the city. The 
museum contains many French and Italian painting works, from the 
Renaissance and Baroque period, as well as some contemporary works. The 
two really magnificent tombs of Filip the Bold and John the Fearless together 
with his wife Margaretha from Bayern are called the miracle of Dijon. The 15th

century small albatren figurines at the side of the tomb of John the Fearless, 
called the ‘pleurants ‘ (weeping’), are remarkable. They form a funeral 
procession of mourning carthusian monks and court dignitarians. 
The town of Autun, partly surrounded by a remaining Roman city wall, has as 
most important landmark its beautiful medieval cathedral, with renovated 
stained glass windows, refreshed capitals and timpaan. The newly executed 
restoration gives the cathedral a fresh sight. In the hall with the original 
cathedral capitals, we could see how the medieval sculptor has presented 
the biblical scenes with expression and even humor. The slender figures on 
the tympanum above the Inkom portal have a modern touch. The capital 
with the scene of Eve in the Earthly Paradise, who secretly reaps the 
forbidden apple, is located in the local museum Rolin. 
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Next day, on the return trip to Belgium we stopped in Chaource, a small town well known for its medieval church and also 
the delicious cheese. A famous sculpture, representing the Tomb of Christ and the women ready to embalm the body of 
Jesus, is located in the crypt of the church. Especially the precision of the images and the expressive facial expressions are 
remarkable. After this visit and the lunch, the 4-hour return journey to Ghent started. Luckily, some fellow travellers had 
several compelling evergreen songs with them, which were sung out of full breast, so the travel time seemed less long. 

We are all full of praise for the organisation of the journey and thank the trip guides, Brothers  Erik van Alsenoy and Jean 
Bastiaens. We are looking forward to the trip of next year. 

Etienne LEIRMAN, KJSJ
Hon. Commander 

Flanders Cdry,
Benelux Grand Priory



QUOTE on EASTER
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*****(…)

PRIORY OF VICTORIA (AU)
Inauguration Commandery, Installation Prior & Commander
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VICTORIAN PRIORY, February 29th, 2020

The Inauguration of the new Ballarat Commandery, 
the Installation of the Victorian Prior,  and the 
Installation of the new Ballarat Commander took 
place at Ballarat’s Cathedral Church of Christ the 
King on the 29th February 2020. The Service of 
Commissioning of the Victorian Prior, Dame Barbara 
Abley AM CJSJ, the formal inauguration of the 
Ballarat Commandery followed by the installation of 
the Ballarat Commander Dame Val Sarah AM CGSJ, 
were conducted by Grand Prior Chevalier David 
Wilckens KJSJ & the Grand Priory Prelate Chevalier 
Father David O’Neill KJSJ. 

The Service included the commissioning of the 
Ballarat Commandery Executive Committee by the 
Victorian Prior.

Following the Service: Chev. Barry Abley CJSJ, Grand Prior of Australasia
Chev. David Wilckens KJSJ, the Grand Priory Prelate Chev. Father David 
O’Neill KJSJ and Victorian Prior Dame Barbara Abley AM CJSJ FACN

On Saturday we rejoiced with the Ballarat group as they had the privilege of being elevated to a Commandery. We 
commend those that have led this group to this day and acknowledge particularly the support of the Victorian Priory and 
the Grand Priory in this journey. We look forward to many years of continued fellowship and service to Christ alongside our 
brothers and sisters in Saint John throughout the world.

As has been well documented, the original Ballarat Commandery obedient to the London Order was the first Comman-
dery formed in Victoria, being raised on the 24 June 1983 at a ceremony held at Craig's Hotel Ballarat. Reporting on the 
ceremony, the then Victorian Prior Chevalier Syd Plummer stated: “The most impressive, colourful ceremony and the 

excellent dinner that followed has set a very high standard for future Commanders to follow.”

Unfortunately the contrary occurred, and as history reveals, despite its impressive beginning the original Ballarat
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(…) Commandery became caught up in an all-encompassing fracas in 1987. This unfortunately spilled over in to the following 
years, snuffing out the work of the Order within Ballarat a mere six years after its formation and it sadly ceased to exist. 

The embryonic beginnings of the new Ballarat Founding Group were established in 2012 when a Ballarat based member 
Dame Val Sarah AM DSJ was invested in an Investiture Service held in Geelong. With the ongoing support, guidance and 
encouragement of a small Priory appointed committee, the Ballarat Group steadily and faithfully grew and has continued to 

greatly benefit the work of the Victorian Priory in supporting its many charities and community programmes, and particularly 
within the greater Ballarat Community. (…)

[Pictured on the Sanctuary Steps at the 

Cathedral Church of Christ the King –

Ballarat. Gonfaloniers L-R: Chevv. 

Graeme Kent OAM KSJ and John Davis 

KSJ. At rear: Tasmanian Vice Prior Chev. 

Ed-ward Gauden OAM CGSJ and Chev. 

Barry Abley Membership and Deve-

lopment Councillor ; 2nd Row: L-R: Victo-

rian Vice Prior Chev. Russell Jones CJSJ, 

Deputy Grand Prior Chev. Richard Trigg 

KJSJ; Grand Prior Em. Bailiff Peter Wilt-

shire OSJ, Grand Prior Chev. David Wil-

ckens KJSJ, Bailiff Em. Royce Pepin AM 

MBE OSJ, Victorian Vice Prior Dame Jan 

Synot DJSJ; Front row: L-R: Grand Priory 

Prelate Chev. Father David O’Neill KJSJ, 

Ballarat Commander Dame Val Sarah 

AM CGSJ, Victorian Herald and Crucifer 

Dame Helen Trigg DJSJ, Victorian Priory 

Judge at Arms Chev. John Stuart OAM 

KJSJ, Victorian Prior Dame Barbara 

Abley AM CJSJ FACN, South Australian 

Prior Chev. Prof. Anthony Woods KJSJ. ]

PRIORY OF VICTORIA (AU)
Inauguration Commandery, Installation Prior & Commander
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(…) I’m sure you would agree a far cry from the failed and unfortunate beginnings of the 1980’s.
Often quoted in relation to the influence which the Ballarat Group has had, is that the Group punches well above its weight, 
and has made a greater impact than its size would suggest possible.  
This point has been reached through the generous and collaborative auspices of many members, both within our Victorian 
Priory, the Grand Priory and the International Order; and with the personal support, blessing and interest of the Grand Prior
Chevalier David Wilckens KJSJ, the Lieutenant Grand Master H E Paul Borg OSJ, Grand Prior Emeritus Bailiff Peter Wiltshire OSJ 
and Bailiff Emeritus Royce Pepin AM MBE OSJ.
The Victorian Priory is assured that Ballarat members will continue to work to grow the new Commandery membership  - to 
enable the needs of its chosen beneficiaries to be met through faith, respect and care.  The highly valued support and 
connection between its members, families and supporters is the foundation stone upon which the Commandery’s future 
growth lies.
On behalf of all gathered here today, I offer our warmest congratulations and best wishes for the future. 

Prior Dame Barbara Abley AM CJSJ FACN
Prior of Victoria

Grand Priory of Australasia

[Pictured at the Celebratory Luncheon held at the Ballarat Golf Club, Ballarat Commandery 
Members proudly displaying their personal CERTIFICATE OF INAUGURAL MEMBERSHIP as 
Foundation Members of the newly Inaugurated Commandery. L-R: Dame Dianne McGrath OAM 
DSJ, Chev. Tony Reyntjes KSJ, Ballarat Commander Val Sarah AM CGSJ, Deputy Commander Dame 
Barb Dunlop DGSJ, Dame Barbara Hughes OAM DGSJ, Dame Voi Williams OAM DGSJ, Chev. John 
Davis KSJ, Deputy Commander Chev. Dr Phil Roberts OAM KGSJ, Chev. Graeme Kent OAM KSJ.]

PRIORY OF VICTORIA (AU)
Inauguration Commandery, Installation Prior & Commander



I notice we all have minor or major difficulties to find an appropriate attitude towards the corona 
virus. That is not that strange at all: the last decades science made that much progress we 
tended to believe that for any problem a solution could and would be found in short notice. It is 
hitting us now that this was and is an illusion. All quite confusing.

Four suggestions are valid to get through these harsch times:
+ Obey instructions and advice by doctors, authorities and scientists as if they came from God 
Himself. Even if you don’t agree with their conclusions or if you don’t grasp the meaning or 
purpose of them, have the humbleness to accept them, and to trust on their knowledge and
experience. It will ease your conscience and deliver your necessary contribution to the solution of 
this pandemic crisis.
+ Beware of fear. Fear neither originates from God nor leads to God. Fear prompts you every
thinkable reason why you should fear. Some of these elements are undoubtfully true of might be
true. It’s just that you don’t have to fear. Now as always the Lord takes care of you: dare to

believe !
+ In times of crisis, one has benefit of praying more rather than of praying less. Allow yourself to
replenish yourself at His love, the best antidote against fear. Due to the suspension of religious
gatherings in many dioceses, praying podcasts originated from different religious orders and
organisations.
+ Last but not least: don’t forget to live within the timely restrictions, and to enjoy life within the
boundaries of given regulations: whatever happens: any second of life given to you is a trueand
unique gift, The corona virus can’t change that in any way.

CITATIONS in Covid-19 times
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Matthew 11:28-30 (NIV)
“Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke 
upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will find rest for your 
souls. For my yoke is easy and my burden is light.”

Your editor.

Luke 21:11, 13
-18 (KJV)
And great earth-
quakes shall be in 

divers places, and 
famines, and 
pestilences; and 
fearful sights and 
great signs shall 
there be from 
heaven. (…)
And it shall turn to 
you for a testimony.

Settle it therefore in 
your hearts, not to 
meditate before 
what ye shall 
answer:
For I will give you a 
mouth and wisdom, 
which all your 
adversaries shall not 

be able to gainsay 
nor resist. (…) But 
not a hair of your 
head will perish. 
Stand firm, and you 
will win life.

https://www.google.be/url?sa=i&url=http://www.pngall.com/christian-cross-png&psig=AOvVaw2z584E9Ceg-9l3B-Ad6DrZ&ust=1582789808605000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCOjj-NXd7ucCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAI
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further questions are raised by Bormans: Is happiness 
in our own hands? Is it purely subjective?(…)
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At the beginning of a new 
year almost everywhere 
people wish each other a 
happy New Year. In the 
first issue of 2020 of the 
Flemish Catholic Weekly 
Kerk & leven (Church and 
life) an ‘expert’ was called 
upon to reflect on what it 
is exactly that we wish 
each other. The expert 
was Leo Bormans, editor of 
The World Book of 
Happiness (in which all 
kinds of celebrities and 
‘experts’ give their view on 
the essence of happiness). 
His own way to decide 
which among the many

ideas of happiness to embrace, is not to consult common sense 
or philosophy, but evidence based science. Recent research 
shows happiness to be “a general feeling of satisfaction as to the 
quality of one’s life”. In other words it is subjective awareness of 
the overall positive quality of one’s own experiences. This is 
clearly a hedonistic or epicurean understanding of happiness. 
Happiness consists in the persistence of positive feelings in life. I 
will call this ‘happinez’: it is the notion propagated today in 
media (in magazines like Happinez) and public opinion. Two

The answer to the first question is: only in part. About a 
quarter of our happiness supposedly depends on our 
own choice; the rest on factors like heredity, societal 
context, education. What we can and should do by 
ourselves, says Bormans, is to choose to stand positi-
vely in life. But if things to an important deal depend 
on our own choice, how come that especially in very 
wealthy, prosperous and developed societies like 
ours, so many people are unhappy and even 
depressed ? Why do they not choose to make the 
right choices ?  (…)

Leo Bormans



(…) Is happiness a purely subjective affair, or has it 
something to do with others as well? In Bormans’ view the 
best definition of happiness is the one given by resear-
chers of the London School of Economics: “Happiness is 
feeling good while doing good”. First of all, this definition 
seems to indicate that there is more to happiness than 
feeling good tout court. Otherwise the happiness of a pig 
would be as perfect as the happiness related to a res-
ponsible life. Secondly, the LSE definition is still a kind of 

Happiness, so Bormans, is intrinsically related to others 
also in another way. We are social beings, not egotisti-
cal loners. This means that the way we see ourselves is 
partly at least dependent on the way others see us. If our 
happy feelings are in disagreement with the judgment of 
others as to the adequacy of our happiness, there is a 
problem. This discrepancy will have a negative reper-
cussion on our own awareness. That (by the way) is 
probably the reason why so many people are unhappy 
today: there is a discrepancy between what they 
expect of life in accordance with present day social 
norms and expectations, and how they experience their 
own life. (…)
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hedonistic definition: the stress is still on the subjective 
feeling, be it this time acquired via something pigs don’t 
have: ethical actions leading not just to pleasure, but to 
a special kind of pleasure. I come back to this.



(…) If our happiness is partly at least dependent on the 
judgment of others, how then can it be a purely subjective 
affair? If, in order to be really happy, you need confirmation 
by others, happiness cannot be reduced to having certain 
kinds of ‘positive’ feeling tout court. If in the eyes of others 
our positive feeling is not OK, also in our own eyes it will be 
diminished. That is precisely what the traditional notion of 
happiness tells us. Strangely, it is a notion Bormans doesn’t 
go into.

do with the awareness of standing in a personal 
relationship to something considered really worthwhile or 
wonderful also by others (especially connoisseurs of real 
happiness). It is this awareness of standing blessed in a 
relationship to something really worthwhile, that is so 
deeply fulfilling. This kind of happiness is strongly related to 
gratitude and reverence, something completely absent 
from happinez.

The traditional notion (already discussed by Aristotle) makes 
a distinction between only apparent and real happiness. 
Real or true happiness is characterized by two features. It 

consists in an event or a presence or a form of life that is 
experienced as given to us as a kind of grace (it happens to 
us, as the word ‘happ-iness’ itself indicates; the same in 
Dutch or German: ‘geluk’ and ‘Glück’). This means that it 
cannot be self-produced. Secondly, true happiness has to
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It is possible to be happy even when life does not have 
the ‘quality of life’ required in the hedonistic framework. 
The traditional conception of happiness does not deny 
that happy feelings are associated with happiness, but the 
feelings are not simply pleasure, but joy (a (…)



(…) cognitive emotion in which our feeling is understood 
as duly related to something ‘objectively’ meaningful 
and valuable). Pleasure is not even essential: it is possible 
to live in pain (though not perhaps extreme pain) and
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even misery, and yet to know and feel one’s life is a happy 
life. Real happiness can make the heart overflow with 
delight, but it can just as well consist in the quiet joy and 
wonderment with which one observes one’s grandchildren 
being totally involved in their play. The difference between 
traditional happiness and (post-)modern, hedonistic happi-
nez is of course not something only philosophers are aware 
of. Ordinary people not disoriented by expert opinions 
always knew this. In the beautiful and delightful movie 
Bagdad Cafe (1987, by Percy Adlon) a German lady-tourist 
is left behind by her husband in a remote truck stop-café in 
the Mojave Desert in California. Gradually she learns the

language, is accepted by the local characters 
and even allowed to earn a living by working in Bagdad 
Cafe. When asked at some point by a friend if she is 
happy, she answers: “Yes, I am happy, only I am not really 
glücklich”.

It is not only economists who are interested in happiness. 
Also politicians now claim that the aim of politics is not (as 
the classical definition put it) security and peace, but the 
greatest happiness of the greatest number of people (and 
of course, I almost forgot, also sentient animals). The other 
day I read in my daily newspaper that local government in 

some Belgian village now also had an alderman for happi-
ness. In answer to the question what he himself understood 
happiness to be, the man said “well, it is things at home to 
be in order”. As everyone, certainly those who have a (…)



If happiness were happinez, to be organized and managed 
at will, then the act of wishing each other a happy new year 
would be either to indulge in magical thinking, or to indulge 
in mere words. Either one would believe that the combina-

tion of mere words and friendly feelings could magically
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(…) family, knows, to have good family relations is not some-
thing you can fabricate or organize at will. It is something 
which is a gift of the gods, for which there is no guarantee. 
Paradoxically, the private person who knows this, does not 
seem to realize that as alderman of happiness he has the 
impossible job of being the producer of happinez for the 
whole local community.

have real influence, or one’s words should be 
replaced by effective actions. That is not of course what 
happens: we honestly make a wish (full stop) and we 
know quite well that it does not literally cause the wished 
for results. But then how can it make sense to make a 
wish? Is it perhaps only to express friendly feelings? But 
are these not known already? Of course they are. What 
happens when we make a wish is: we play a certain 
game with others - we engage in a kind of ritual - not for 
the sake of communication (of feelings), nor geared 
instrumentally towards magical outcomes. We play the 
game for the game itself - that is typically what humans 
always did and still do (see my previous reflections on 
Homo Sapiens), for example in exchanging good wishes 
(and also kisses) at the beginning of the new year.

Herman DE DIJN, CGSJ
Prof. Em., Philosophy dept., 

Catholic University of Leuven (B).



PRIORATUS FLANDRIAE Priory (B)
NEW PRIOR

Chev. Erwin VANDECAUTER, KSJ,
Prioratus Flandriae Priory
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And the new prior of Prioratus Flandriæ is…

The meetings of the Prioratus Flandriæ have, more or less, a fixed
pattern. We start with a sandwich meal in the castle of Moerkerke 
(near Bruges). Naturally, a Eucharistic celebration cannot be missed in 
the castle's own chapel. The remaining time of the afternoon

continues in the Chapel Hall with, either a lecture, an explanation or a 
speech, to finally end up with the actual chapter meeting.
The November 30 meeting was similar. We were able to witness the
special inspiration of Mrs. Tine De Leeuw and Father Geert Goethals 
(Sint-Michielsmovement in Kortrijk) who work day in day out for young
people who need support. The following chapter started with a 
minute's silence for our deceased colleague Fra Hugo Martinet. 
But that day, there was an exception of the daily routine, namely the
election of a new prior for the period 2020-2023. Although there was 
only one candidate, everything, both the preparation and the actual
election, happened according to the Manual of the order and under
supervision of the election committee. Fra. Luc Van Eeckhout was 
elected for the second time with a Stalinistic score (the election is 
secret and the result will not be announced).
The meeting ended with a drink offered by the new prior.



WE WANT 

YOU 
for The International 

Herald !    

Make yourself heard, from all OSJ units. 
We DO want to know how you are doing over 
there on our motto Pro Fide, the pro Utilitate 
Hominum !

Send your contributions in Word format and in 
pictures soon for the next 02/2020 edition to:
lambrechtnot@skynet.be, by the end of May to
come at the latest. 

MANY THANKS !

CALL FOR CONTENT

THE INTERNATIONAL HERALD
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CHARITY PROJECTS
Commandery of ST. FRANCIS, Priory of the PACIFIC (USA)

Riding at Lake Lava Ranch, Idaho
St. Francis Commandery was an initial supporter of the 
Lava Lake Injured Veterans Equine therapy (LIVE) 
program and has continued to support the program. 
Chevalier Brian Bean, KGSJ, is President of the Lava Lake 
Institute which conducts the LIVE program for veterans. 
Since 2012, and with consultation with the U.S. Veterans 
Affairs Administration. LIVE has offered injured veterans 

equine therapy in a wilderness setting. The programs have 
served women and men living with traumatic brain injury, 
PTSD, and other physical and psychological challenges. 
As Chevalier Bean has said: “We are getting folks off the 

couch, from in  front of the TV, and away from self 
medication.”
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In August and September LIVE began a two week 
ride from the Lave Lake Ranch in Idaho and followed 
several trails and creeks to the east fork of the Salmon River, 
then proceeded west through the White Cloud Mountains 
finishing in Stanley, Idaho. Two groups groups of riders 
participated in the 200 mile ride, including veterans, 
therapists, and donors. As Chevalier Bean said: “ It’s 200 
miles of asphalt free miles; I don’t know of too many places 
in the coterminous United States where your can ride 200 
miles in a straight line without crossing a paved road.”

Mrs. Kathleen Bean and Mystic Saddle Ranch were 
significant contributors to the planning and execution of 
this exciting and challenging two weeks ride in the beauty 
of the Idaho wilderness. (...)
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(...) Veterans deserve our fullest support and LIVE has given many of 
them the courage and inspiration to recover and lead a productive 
life. As one alum of the program posted on Lava Lake’s Facebook 
page: “I had the privilege of attending the veteran”s program at 
Lava Lake Ranch and it changed my life. Struggling with severe 
depression/PTSD and that program provided enough hope and 
change that I doubt I’d be here if I hadn’t attended. I’m extremely 
grateful.”

Healing Waters Fly Fishing, February 22nd, 2020 
On Saturday February 22nd, members and guests of the St. Francis 
Commandery were invited to a luncheon and fly fishing demon-
stration hosted by members of the San Francisco Project Healing 
Waters Fly Fishing Program (PHWFF). Chevalier William Chadwick, 
CGSJ, his son Will and wife Joelle who came down from Napa, were 
the initial contacts with PHWFF and shortly thereafter St. Francis 
Commandery chose to fund them with seed money to assist vete-

rans in the Bay Area. PHWFF provides veterans the opportunity to 
learn fly fishing in a beautiful setting in Golden Gate Park with three 
fly fishing pools in which to practice.  The Anglers Lodge, built in 1928 
is a unique facility that gives the veterans a place for meetings, 
luncheons, and lessons in fly tying and fly fishing.

PHWFF also takes veterans on weekend fishing outings to the Feather 
River, Sacramento River, and other special fishing sites,.These outings, 
along with the classes at Anglers Lodge, provide the veterans with 

new skills, and a renewed purpose and rehabilitation from PTSD and 
other ailments in a shared environment with fellow veterans. Before 
the luncheon Henry Little, leader of PHWFF spoke to those attributes 
of the program and had a Vietnam veteran, Jeff Marshall, also (…)
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(…) speak about the program and how it helped him with 
PTSD. Chevalier Christoper Barnes GCSJ, gave a short recap 

of how St. Francis Commandery was involved with PHWFF 
and detailed some of the charities that assist veterans and 
are supported by the Commandery.

Before luncheon, Chevalier Scott Powell, KSJ, and an Army 
veteran delivered the invocation and then the attendees 
had a bountiful lunch. After lunch, attendees were given 
instruction in fly casting by the experienced members of 
PHWFF. Chevalier Barnes was accompanied by his wife 

Catherine and Chevalier Powell had his wife Kim with him.
Chevalier David Fleming, KJSJ, came with his wife Buff; 
Cheva-lier Paul Griffin, CGSJ, drove in from Winters; Chevalier 

Michael Raddie and his guest Gail Funnell came to the
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luncheon from the South Bay and Chevalier Gordon 
Hess, KSJ and Chevalier Biz Obley, CJSJ, and guest Eleanor 
Elrod attended from San Francisco. Chevalier Barnes and 
Chevalier Hess, both avid fishermen, will monitor the 

program which has more than 40 veterans involved with 
PHWFF.

Biz OBLEY, CJSJ,
Prior of the Pacific (USA)   



Jesus said to her: 

I am the resurrection and the life. 

He who believes in Me will live, 

even though he dies; 

and whoever lives and believes in Me 

will never die.

John, 1:25-26. 

CITATION
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CHARITY: 2020 NATIONAL PROJECT Low Countries (B):
ST. JOHN’s VILLAGES in Burundi
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ST. JOHN’s VILLAGES in Burundi

The OSJ Priory of the Low Countries supports a unique 

project for one of the poorest populations in the world. 

In this project we are targeting  the least fortunate 

Batwagroup. 

This group is very marginalized and lives in small 

Communities, often in total isolation.

A large part of the population of the central African country 

of Burundi lives in really inhuman conditions : difficult or even 

no access to drinking water and total absence of basic 

health care. 

Food shortage and one-sided food are daily problems of 

many families. 

Many children do not go to school.

Together with like-minded 
partners outside in inside 
Burundi, we will build a new 
“Village of Saint-John”. 
This project has different 
perspectives to help them 

build a decent life. Our 
Belgian partner, the “VZW 
Projecten Burundi” has 
already realised two villages 
in the past few years. (…)

https://www.google.be/url?sa=i&url=https://fam-photography.com/2019/08/05/gitega-burundi-spring-2019/&psig=AOvVaw2ztPYAxWcv3h_igRFeUkwY&ust=1584111206009000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCJC4h6GYlegCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD
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(…) First and foremost, we sit together with the families 

involved to make clear agreements about the involve-

ment and responsibility that each family assures.

This process is overseen by brother Augustin of the 

Religious Order of the Apostles of the Good Shepherd 

and by Sister Charlotte. 

They are also spiritually guided by brother Augustin in the 

spirituality of John the Baptist: be conscious of your own 
situation, of your own ability and of your own willing, 
taking your responsibility and discovering new paths. 
In this project a main part is constructing: we literally 
want to give a hundred families “a roof over their 
heads”. (…)



CHARITY: 2020 NATIONAL PROJECT Low Countries (B):
ST. JOHN’s VILLAGES in Burundi
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At this very moment, most of them live in an extremely poor hut.
In addition to the construction of houses, we also provide training to create vegetable gardens, to raise goats and chickens.
We also show them how to prepare varied food. 
They are provided with drinking water and they learn about basic health. And lost but not least together we ensure that the 
children go to school.  
This project really helps people in their development. 
This collaboration has already paid off and shows that it is possible to fight extreme poverty.

Amahoro, amahoro neza: may peace be with you!
We would like to thank you wholeheartedly for your help and we do really hope for your support in the service of those who 
receive the least opportunities. You may kindly deposit your contribution from an action or individual support to the account
number of OSJ-Support Fund BE66 4314 7476 4143 with reference ‘Project – BURUNDI’. 

Marc VAN HUFFEL, KGSJ,

Dep. Cdr. Flanders Cdry., Benelux Grand Priory



The Corona virus shows a breakdown in our collective 
immunity at both physical and psychological levels. It 
actually reflects a broader breakdown in the 
biosphere, which we humans have disrupted in many 
ways. Even if this difficult virus comes under control, 
which we hope occurs shortly, its onset suggests more 
such difficult problems as our society becomes more 
artificial in terms of how we live on a daily basis, the 
condition of our air, water, food, urban and 
technological existence, as well as how we have 
polluted and damaged our natural environment from 
the fragile soils to the all-encompassing sky.

Build inner strength to strengthen your immune system
Outer difficulties push us back on our inner strength. We 
have been relying too much on external factors for our
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wellbeing, happiness or protection, including drugs that weaken our immunity and make our environment toxic. 
We must recognize that our ultimate strength lies within our own consciousness for which this current human life is but one 
episode in a greater cosmic existence that we are always part of. We must come together for the sake of all humanity, all 
nature and the universal life.

Resist Panic 
We all should resist panic. Panic and fear are not from God. Calm and hope are. And it is possible to respond to a crisis 
seriously and deliberately while maintaining an inner sense of calm and hope.
Panic, by confusing and frightening you, pulls you away from the help God wants to give you. It is not coming from God.
(…)

REFLECTIONS on FAITH, 
CALM AND HOPE during Pandemic Covid-19

REFLECTIONS on FAITH, CALM AND HOPE during 
Pandemic Covid-19



(…) What is coming from God? God’s spirit “stirs up courage and strength, consolations, inspirations and tranquillity.
” So trust in the calm and hope you feel. That is the voice to listen to. “Do not be afraid!,” as Jesus said many times.

I was sick and you came to visit me 

This pandemic may be a long haul; some of our friends and family may get sick and perhaps die. We should all do what 
we can to help others, especially the elderly, disabled, poor and isolated. Our fundamental Christian duty to is to help 
others. “I was sick, and you came to visit me,” said Jesus (Mt 25). And remember that Jesus lived during a time when 
people had no access to even the most rudimentary medical care, and so visiting the sick was just as dangerous, if not 
more, than it is today. 
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Faith 
Through our Faith we know that Jesus understands our suffering and 

accompanies us in the most intimate of ways. Jesus understands all 
the fears and worries that you have. Jesus understands you, not only 
because he is divine and understands all things but because he is 
human and experienced all things. Go to him in prayer. And trust that 
he hears you and is with you. We will move through this together, with 
God’s help.

Pope Francis’s prayer to Mary during corona virus pandemic: 
O Mary,

you always shine on our path
as a sign of salvation and of hope.
We entrust ourselves to you, Health of the Sick,
who at the cross took part in Jesus' pain, keeping your faith firm.
You, Salvation of the Roman People,
know what we need,
and we are sure you will provide
so that, as in Cana of Galilee,
we may return to joy and to feasting

after this time of trial.                                                                    (…)

REFLECTIONS on FAITH, 
CALM AND HOPE during Pandemic Covid-19
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(…) 
Help us, Mother of Divine Love,
to conform to the will of the Father
and to do as we are told by Jesus,

who has taken upon himself our sufferings
and carried our sorrows
to lead us, through the cross,
to the joy of the resurrection. Amen.
Under your protection, we seek refuge, Holy 
Mother of God. Do not disdain the entreaties 
of we who are in trial, but deliver us from 
every danger, O glorious and blessed Virgin.

Living a Graceful Life
Let’s pray for the world that a descent of 
Grace will occur unexpectedly and 
dramatically as a miracle. Grace of the Lord 
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will offer the inner force to dispel negativity, doubt and fear. It gives us the aspiration to sincerely begin the process of

physical and mental purification which slowly releases us from egoism, rationalism. Seeking the Grace of the Divine 
helps us to reach beyond our efforts into new levels of awareness which are so highly needed in the different angles of 
our world. 

REFLECTIONS on FAITH, 
CALM AND HOPE during Pandemic Covid-19

Inez Vermeulen, DSJ,
Loon Commandery,

Low Countries (B) 



International obituary:

Several members in diffferent Priories unfortunately passed away from this life. Our deepest gratitude remains

for their achievements and fraternity within and beyond the Order. May they all rest in the peace of our Lord ! 

Elections and Nominations:
Since last edition, no messages reached us about specific nominations or elections, apart of course from
what is expressly mentioned in this 1/2020 edition.

INTERNATIONAL & REGIONAL/NATIONAL ORDER EVENTS POSTPONED
New York Investiture
Due to the travel restrictions and the yet unknown consequences of any further spreading of the corona 
Covid-19 virus, all New-York Investiture events planned for April 30th to May 2nd 2020 are wisely postponed
until futher notice. 

Petit Conseil
The Petit Conseil, planned in NewYork for April 29th-30th is evidentely postponed for the same reason.

National & local events
Depending on national and local decrees and/or based on common sense in these hazardous times, many
of the Order’s national and regional activities and gatherings are postponed sine die.

(…)

PERSONALIA
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(…)

DISCLAIMER
Please note that the information in this magazine, including all articles, does not make any claims. Any information offered is 
expressly the opinion of the creator/author of that material. It is respectfully offered to you to explore, in the hope and with the 
intention that exploring this material will be informative and helpful to you. This magazine contains material protected under 
International and Federal Copyright Laws and Treaties. You may not publish, display, disclose, modify, distribute, or create 
derivative works based on the magazine contents or any part thereof.

LITTLE WORD FROM THE EDITOR
Dear Brothers & Sisters in Arms, I hope you’ll enjoy this 1/2020 edition. Many thanks to all members contributing to this edition, 

for their efforts.

Keep up the good work, and do NOT forget to send me content in Word and useable pictures in Jpeg or comparable by the

end of May to come, at the latest ☺ ! 

I wish you all a nice anticipation to Easter in a peaceful Lent term. 

STAY CALM, STAY SAFE, PRAY, AND MORE THAN EVER: GENTLY TAKE CARE OF EACH OTHER AND OF YOUR FELLOW MAN (M/F/T) !

Yours most sincerely in X° and St-John.

Jan Lambrecht, OSJ, 

Editor
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